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Problem Statement

Customers move from one identity technology to another due to various business 
reasons. Huge challenges can occur while migrating the applications, as each 
technology speaks its own native language. Each requires a lot of time and effort to 
execute, which in turn affects the end users process during the tenure of the migration 
program.

Application migration simplified with Simeio IO. Using Simeio IO, we enable clients to 
strategically plan and execute the IAM migration programs with very minimal impact to 
the end users. Simeio IO provides the abstract unified UI across multiple IAM 
technologies and operates heterogeneously for any given request.

Customer Value  

Simeio IO minimally impacts the users, helps with the governance on the migration 
program and the automation of migration which significantly improves the ROI.

Many clients who have used Simeio IO for their migrations, have faster and more 
efficient migration results.
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About Saviynt

Saviynt is the leading identity governance platform built for the cloud. It helps enterprise customers 
accelerate modern cloud initiatives and solve the toughest security and compliance challenges in 
record time. The Saviynt Enterprise Identity Cloud converges IGA, granular application access, cloud 
security, and privileged access into the industry’s only enterprise-grade SaaS solution.

About Simeio

Simeio is the world’s largest single-source provider of Identity and Access Management (IAM) 
services. While a lot of IAM providers can give you the big picture, Simeio delivers the perfect picture 
for your unique needs and then helps you build it. We’re a complete IAM problem solver for your 
company and the people who count on you.

Next Steps

View the extensive library of integrations at 
https://saviynt.com/integrations to see 
detailed information and implementation 

guides designed to help you get the most from 
the Enterprise Identity Cloud.
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Solution Benefits  

Simeio IO helps customers migrate from any legacy or COTS technology to Saviynt technology. 
This helps to plan, build co-existence methodology, sunset process and build efficiency in the 
migration using the automation.

Prospects can reach out to https://simeio.com/contact/ or any Simeio representatives to get 
the customized package based on their customer migration scenario.
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